Why study
quantum information?

Big Questions
HEP:
What underlying theory explains the observed elementary
particles and their interactions, including gravity?
QIS:
Can we control complex quantum systems and if so what
are the scientific and technological implications?

Not the frontier of short (subnuclear) distances or long
(cosmological) distances, but rather the frontier of highly
complex quantum states: The entanglement frontier
Also: emergence of classicality, security of quantum cryptographic
protocols, foundations of statistical mechanics and thermalization,
information theoretic principles illuminating the foundations of quantum
physics, information processing by e.g. black holes, etc.

Truism:
the macroscopic world is classical.
the microscopic world is quantum.
Goal of QIS:
controllable quantum behavior in scalable systems
Why?
Classical systems cannot simulate quantum systems
efficiently (a widely believed but unproven conjecture).
But to control quantum systems we must slay the dragon of
decoherence …
Is this merely really, really hard?
Or is it ridiculously hard?

Toward quantum supremacy
The quantum computing adventure will enter the new, more
mature phase of “quantum supremacy” once we can prepare
and control complex quantum systems that behave in ways
that cannot be predicted using digital computers (systems that
“surpass understanding” and surprise us).
To reach that goal, it will be useful to gain a deeper
understanding of two questions:
What quantum tasks are feasible?
What quantum tasks are hard to simulate classically?
Might it be that the extravagant “exponential” classical
resources required for classical description and simulation of
generic quantum states are illusory, because quantum states
in Nature have succinct descriptions?

Convergence:
Concern about the horizon of Moore’s law
scaling in silicon (running out of “room at the
bottom”).
Ability to control “single quantum systems”
like single atoms or electron spins.
Recognition of computational power inherent
in quantum mechanics.
Relevance to the security of public key
cryptography.

Finding Prime Factors
1807082088687
4048059516561
6440590556627
8102516769401
3491701270214
5005666254024
4048387341127
5908123033717
8188796656318
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Finding Prime Factors
1807082088687
4048059516561
6440590556627
4553449864673
3968599945959
8102516769401
5972188403686
7454290161126
3491701270214
8972744088643
1628837860675
5005666254024
5630126320506
7644911281006
4048387341127
9600999044599
4832555157243
5908123033717
8188796656318 The boundary between
2013214880557 “hard” and “easy” seems to
be different in a quantum
world than in a classical
Shor ‘94
world.
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Classical Computer

Factor 193 digits
in 30 CPU years (2.2 GHz).
Factor 500 digits
in 1012 CPU years.

Quantum Computer

Factor 193 digits
in 0.1 second.
Factor 500 digits
in 2 seconds.

Peter Shor
(1994)

More parallelism?
Factoring 2048 bit number …
Classical algorithm: 10 year run time and requires a
server farm covering 1/4 of North America, at cost
of $106 trillion. Consumes 106 terawatt (105 times
world output). Would consume world's supply of
fossil fuels in one day.
Quantum algorithm (brute force): 10K logical qubits
and 10M physical (superconducting) qubits. 1 cm
spacing to allow room for lost of wires. Costs $100B
($10K per physical qubit) and runs in 16 hours.
Consumes 10 MWatt. (We need to get the cost
down.)
J. Martinis

We’re very sorry, Eddie Farhi
Your algorithm’s quantum.
Can’t run it on those mean machines
Until we’ve actually got ‘em.
You’re not alone, so go on home,
Tell Jeffrey and tell Sam:
Come up with something classical
Or else it’s just a scam.
Unless … you think it’s on the brink
A quantum-cal device.
That solves a game and brings you fame.
Damn! That would be nice!

Quantum information vs. Classical information
1) Randomness. Clicks in a Geiger counter are
intrinsically random, not pseudorandom. Can’t predict
outcome even with the most complete possible
knowledge of the state.
2) Uncertainty. Operators A and B do not commute
means that measuring A influences the outcome of a
subsequent measurement of B.
3) Entanglement. The whole is more definite than the
parts. Even if we have the complete possible
knowledge of the (pure) state of joint system AB, the
(mixed) state of A may be highly uncertain.

Qubit
A vector (actually a “ray” because the normalization is 1
by convention, and the overall phase does not matter) in a
two dimensional complex Hilbert space.

|   = a | 0  b |1, a, b  , | a |2  | b |2 = 1, |   ~ ei |  
(two real parameters).
“Classical” in the special case where |0 or |1 is
“promised”.

The two orthogonal states |0 and |1 are perfectly
distinguishable. If Alice sends one of the other to Bob, he
can measure in the { |0, |1 } basis and identify the state.

Qubit
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The orthogonal states
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are also perfectly distinguishable.
Suppose Alice sends either |1 or |+ to Bob.
Now Bob cannot distinguish the states
perfectly. His best measurement, which
succeeds with probability cos2(/8) .853 if
the two states are equally likely, projects
onto the orthogonal basis shown. (Prove it!
Generalize it!) Alternative: a measurement
which is sometimes inconclusive, but
identifies the state correctly when
conclusive.

| 0
| 

|1

| 

Information vs. disturbance
Suppose Alice prepares either  or  . To distinguish the two
possible states, Eve performs a unitary transformation that
rotates her probe while leaving Alice’s state intact

U : |   A  | 0 E  |   A  | e E
|   A  | 0 E  |   A  | f  E
where  e  and  f  are normalized states. Since U preserves
inner products,

 |    f | e =  |   ,

and if  and  are nonorthogonal, then  f | e = 1;
the states of the probe are the same. Eve’s measurement of the
probe cannot reveal any information about whether the state is
 or  . On the other hand if  and  are orthogonal, the
probe states can also be orthogonal. Eve can copy the info.

Tensor Product

A

System divided into two subsystems

{| i A , i = 1, 2, , d A }

B

{| a B , a = 1, 2, , d B }

Basis states of the composite system are distinguishable if
they can be distinquished on either Alice’s or Bob’s side:

  j | b || i | a  =  ij ab
If Alice and Bob both have qubits, the basis states

{| 00,| 01,|10,|11}
are all distinguishable.

Many qubits
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where

-- complex dimension d = 2n, 2n+1 -2 real parameters.
2n1

|   =  ax | x For 300 qubits, vector in a space with

dimension 2300 ~ 1090, more than the
the number of atoms in the visible universe. No succinct
classical description of the quantum state, in general.
x =0

n

Which decomposition into subsystems?
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Typically dictated by spatial locality. The qubits may be in
different cities, or encoded in distinct atoms, …
A product state

|   =|  1  A1  |  2  A2 

 |  n  An

has a succinct description; only 2n real parameters. It can be
created by n parties each acting locally in his/her city.
If a (pure) state is not a product state, it is entangled.
Entanglement cannot be created by remote parties acting
locally, even if they communicate classically.

Entanglement
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If a (pure) state is not a product state, it is entangled.
Entanglement cannot be created by remote parties acting
locally, even if they communicate classically.
However, by bringing the qubits
together pairwise, or by sending qubit
messages between parties, arbitrary
entangled states can be constructed.

Ak

Ak+1

Two qubit gates are universal. In general, though, this
construction is inefficient. For most entangled states, an
exponentially large number of two-qubit gates are needed to
create the state, starting with a product state.

Entanglement

A

B
B

A

Charlie prepares one of several possible mutually orthogonal
entangled states (for Charlie the states are perfectly
distinguishable). He sends one subsystem to Alice and the
other subsystem to Bob.
If the states are all maximally entangled, neither Alice nor Bob,
acting locally, can acquire any information distinguishing them.
Compare:
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(In this case, Alice and Bob
each acquires one bit.)

Entanglement
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Two classical bits are encoded by the state Charlie
chooses. But neither Alice nor Bob can acquire this
information locally. Instead, the information is stored
nonlocally, shared equally by Alice’s and Bob’s
qubits.
Though either Alice or Bob acquires only a random
bit by measuring the qubit locally, Alice’s and Bob’s
outcomes are correlated. If they both measure in the
0,1 basis, they acquire the “parity bit” or the
entangled state, and if the both measure in the +,basis they acquire the “phase bit.”
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Entanglement
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Classical bits can be correlated, too, but the correlations among the qubits
in a Bell pair are stronger than classical correlations. There is just one way
to look at a bit, but there are two complementary ways to look at a qubit --we can measure either one of the two noncommuting Pauli operators:
Entanglement, unlike classical correlation, is
0
monogamous. If Alice and Bob are
X =
maximally entangled with one another,
1
neither can be entangled with Eve at all.

1
1 0 
, Z = 

0
0
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Monogamy of
Entanglement
| 00 AB | e00  E  | 01 AB | e01  E 


|10

|
e


|11

|
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AB
10 E
AB
11 E


Alice, Bob, and Eve share
1 
|

=
a three-part state:

ABE

Suppose that Alice and Bob can verify that each of their pairs satisfies
X  X =1= Z  Z. . If Z  Z=1, then the state must be

|  ABE

1
=
 | 00 AB | e00  E  |11 AB | e11 E  
2

And if also X  X =1 then it must be

|  ABE

1
=
 | 00 AB  |11 AB  | e E = |    AB | e E
2

Because Alice’s qubit is perfectly correlated with Bob’s in both bases, it is
uncorrelated with Eve’s system. Alice and Bob can measure in either basis
to generate correlated bits, and Eve can’t learn anything about this shared
bit by measuring her system. If the Alice/Bob correlation were merely
classical, there would be no limitation on their classical correlation with Eve.

Entanglement

A1

A2
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A3

An

For a system with many qubits, how much quantum information does Bob
acquire, if Alice sends qubits one at a time. This can be quantified by
entropy. Consider a typical state of n qubits.
Quantum
information

information

Classical

number of bits

number of qubits

In the classical case, each bit received conveys one bit of information. In
the quantum case, the first ~ n/2 qubits received convey essentially no
information, each of the rest carry about two qubits of information.

Quantum entanglement
If you read ten pages of an ordinary hundred-page book, you learn about
10% of the content of the book. But if you read ten pages of a “typical”
hundred-page quantum book, you learn almost nothing about the content of
the book. That's because nearly all the information in a quantum book is
encoded in the correlations among the pages; you can't access it if you
read the book one page at a time.

….

This
Page
Blank

This
Page
Blank

This
Page
Blank

This
Page
Blank

This
Page
Blank

….

Describing “typical” quantum states with many parts requires extravagant
(exponential) classical resources.
Can we verify that Nature allows states with no succinct classical
description?
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Three coins on the table. Each is either heads or tails. You can uncover
any one of the three coins, revealing whether it is heads of tails, but when
you two the other two coins disappear --- you’ll never know whether those
other two coins are heads or tails.
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Three coins on the table. Each is either heads or tails. You can uncover
any one of the three coins, revealing whether it is heads of tails, but when
you two the other two coins disappear --- you’ll never know whether those
other two coins are heads or tails.
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There are many sets of coins, identically prepared by Donald.
For each of the three coins, in Pasadena or Waterloo, the probability is ½
that the coin is heads or tails.
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There are many sets of coins, identically prepared by Donald.
For each of the three coins, in Pasadena or Waterloo, the probability is ½
that the coin is heads or tails.
But, if Alice and Bob both uncover the same coin, the outcomes are
perfectly correlated.
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There are many sets of coins, identically prepared by Donald.
For each of the three coins, in Pasadena or Waterloo, the probability is ½
that the coin is heads or tails.
But, if Alice and Bob both uncover the same coin, the outcomes are
perfectly correlated.
We know it always works – we’ve checked it a million times.
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Bob reasons:
-- We know the correlation is always perfect,

-- And surely what Alice does in Pasadena exerts no influence on what
Bob finds when he uncovers a coin in Waterloo.
-- So, in effect, Alice and Bob, working together, can learn the outcome
when any two of the coins are uncovered in Waterloo.
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Bob reasons:
-- We know the correlation is always perfect,

-- And surely what Alice does in Pasadena exerts no influence on what
Bob finds when he uncovers a coin in Waterloo.
-- So, in effect, Alice and Bob, working together, can learn the outcome
when any two of the coins are uncovered in Waterloo.
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Bob reasons:
-- We know the correlation is always perfect,

-- And surely what Alice does in Pasadena exerts no influence on what
Bob finds when he uncovers a coin in Waterloo.
-- So, in effect, Alice and Bob, working together, can learn the outcome
when any two of the coins are uncovered in Waterloo.

Bob
(Waterloo)

Alice
(Pasadena)

Bell reasons:



P ( x, y , z ) = 1 .

x , y , z{ H ,T }

Psame (1, 2) = P( HHH )  P( HHT )  P(TTH )  P(TTT ),
Psame (2,3) = P( HHH )  P(THH )  P( HTT )  P(TTT ),
Psame (1,3) = P( HHH )  P( HTH )  P(THT )  P(TTT ).
Psame (1, 2)  Psame (2,3)  Psame (1,3) = 1  2 P( HHH )  2 P(TTT )  1
Why? Because if you uncover all three coins, at least two have to be the same!

Alice
(Pasadena)

Psame (1, 2)  Psame (2,3)  Psame (1,3)  1

Bob
(Waterloo)

Alice and Bob did the experiment a million times, and found …

Psame (1, 2) = Psame (2,3) = Psame (1,3) = 14
How could Bell’s prediction be wrong? Bell assumed the probability distribution
describes our ignorance about the actually state of the coins under the black
covers, and that there is no “action at a distance” between Pasadena and
Waterloo. The lesson:
-- Don’t reason about “counterfactuals” (“I found H when I uncovered 1; I would
have found either H or T if I had uncovered 2 instead, I just don’t know which.”)
When the measurements are incompatible, then if we do measurement 1 we can’t
speak about what would have happened if we had done measurement 2 instead.
-- Quantum randomness is not due to ignorance. Rather, it is intrinsic, occurring
even when we have the most complete knowledge that Nature will allow.
-- Note that the quantum correlations do not allow A and B to send signals to one
another.

Alice
(Pasadena)

Psame (1, 2)  Psame (2,3)  Psame (1,3)  1

Bob
(Waterloo)

However, Alice and Bob did the experiment a million times, and found …

Psame (1, 2) = Psame (2,3) = Psame (1,3) = 14
Bell inequality violations are seen in experiments with qubits encoded in photons,
atoms, and superconducting circuits.
There are “loopholes”:
1. Detection efficiency
2. Causality
3. “Free will”
Alice and Bob shared a maximally entangled (Bell) pair of qubits, and each could
perform a two-outcome measurement on her/his qubit in one of three possible
ways. What did they measure?

Quantum computer: the circuit model
(1) Hilbert space of n qubits:
spanned by

H=

 
2n

 | x1  | x0 , x  0,1

n

| x =| xn1  | xn2  

Important: the Hilbert space is equipped with a natural tensorproduct decomposition into subsystems.
2n
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Physically, this decomposition arises from spatial locality.
Elementary operations (“quantum gates”) that act on a small
number of qubits (independent of n) are “easy;” operations that
act on many qubits (increasing with n) are “hard.”
(2) Initial state:

| 000

0 =| 0

n

Quantum computer: the circuit model
(3) A finite set of fundamental quantum gates:

U ,U ,U ,
1

2

3

U nG



Each gate is a unitary transformation acting on a bounded
number of qubits. The gates form a universal set: arbitrary
unitary transformations can be constructed, to any specified
accuracy, as a quantum circuit constructed from the gates:

U

=

(Universal gates are generic.)
Important: One universal set of gates can simulate another
efficiently, so there is a notion of complexity that is independent
of the details of the quantum hardware.

Quantum computer: the circuit model
(4) Classical control:
The construction of a quantum circuit is directed by a classical
computer, i.e., a Turing machine. (We’re not interested in what a
quantum circuit can do unless the circuit can be designed
efficiently by a classical machine.)
(5) Readout:
At the end of the quantum computation, we read out the result
by measuring  z , i.e., projecting onto the basis | 0,|1



(We don’t want to hide computational power in the ability to
perform difficult measurements.)



Quantum computer: the model
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Clearly, the model can be
simulated by a classical
n qubits
computer with access to a
initial state
random number generator.
quantum gates
But there is an exponential
classical control slowdown, since the simulation
readout
involves matrices of exponential
size (2n  2n).

The quantum computer might solve efficiently some
problems that can’t be solved efficiently by a classical
computer. (“Efficiently” means that the number of
quantum gates = polynomial of the number of bits of
input to the problem.)

Quantum computer: the model
(1) n qubits
(2) initial state
(3) quantum gates
(4) classical control
(5) readout

Is this “circuit model” sufficiently
powerful to simulate efficiently any
physical process that occurs in
Nature (the “strong quantum ChurchTuring thesis”)?
Some challenges are:

-- Local quantum field theory (standard model of particle
physics). Field modes of arbitrarily small wavelength, hence an
infinite number of degrees of freedom per unit volume. Need to
include energy as well as time and space in resource
accounting.
-- Quantum gravity. May be described by local quantum field
theory or (large) matrix quantum mechanics. But subtle resource
accounting because short distance in the bulk spacetime
corresponds to long distance in the dual boundary field theory.

Complexity

Hilbert
Space

Hilbert space is vast.
But typical quantum states are boring, because
-- they are not useful
-- preparing them is not feasible

what we
care about

The only states we need care about are those that can be prepared
with reasonable (quantum) resources. Only these can arise in
Nature, and only these are within reach of the quantum engineers.
A mathematical model of the feasible n-qubit pure states: they can
be prepared by a circuit of poly(n) two-qubit gates, applied to an
initial (unentangled) product state. (A fraction exp[-poly(n)] of all
pure states.) Likewise, feasible measurements are poly(n)-size
circuits followed by single-qubit measurements. Equivalently, they
can be prepared starting from product states through evolution in
poly(n) time governed by a local Hamiltonian.
Hubris(?): If Nature can do it, so can we! (Someday…)
But the states and measurements that are quantumly feasible may
be hard to simulate classically.

Some quantum algorithms
Factoring and finding discrete logarithms (Shor 1994).
Idea: Finding period of a function by Fourier transform.
Application: Breaking classical public key cryptosystems.
Speedup: superpolynomial
Approximating knot invariants (Freedman et al. 2000).
Idea: simulating topological quantum field theory.
Application: Unforgeable quantumly verifiable money.
Speedup: superpolynomial

Quantumly Hard
Quantumly

Classically
Easy

Easy

Exhaustive search in an unstructured space (Grover 1996)
Idea: Increase the angle with marked state by N-1/2 in each of many iterations.
Application: finding solutions to NP-hard combinatorial search problems
Speedup: quadratic (N1/2 vs. N, where N is the number of possible states)
Evaluation of Boolean formulas (Farhi et al. 2007)
Idea: simulating quantum walk (i.e. scattering) on a tree.
Application: Determining if a two-player game has a
winning strategy.
Speedup: polynomial (N.5 vs. N.753, where N is the
number of leaves on the tree)
Many more quantum algorithms at math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/

Quantum algorithms
Exploring complexity: We should be able to check
(someday) that quantum physics exploits
extravagant resources by verifying superpolynomial
speedups for (NP) problems where solution can be
checked classically, like factoring. (However, there is
no proof that factoring is hard classically.)
Not NP-hard (in the worst case): Superpolynomial
quantum speedups seem to be possible only for
problems with special structure, not for NP-complete
problems like 3-SAT. Quantum physics speeds up
unstructured search quadratically, not exponentially.

Quantumly Hard
Quantumly

Classically
Easy

Easy

Beyond NP: Speedups for problems outside NP are also common and important.
(Indeed he “natural” application for a quantum computer is simulating evolution
governed by a local Hamiltonian, preceded by preparation of a “reasonable” state
and followed by measurement of a “reasonable” observable.)
In such cases the findings of a quantum computer might not be easy to check with a
classical computer; instead, one quantum computer must be checked by another (or
by doing an experiment, which is sort of the same thing).

Why quantum computing is hard
We want qubits to interact strongly
with one another.
We don’t want qubits to interact with
the environment.
Until we measure them.

Quantum Hardware
Two-level ions in a Paul trap, coupled to “phonons.”
Superconducting circuits with Josephson junctions.
Electron spin (or charge) in quantum dots.

Cold neutral atoms in optical lattices.
Schoelkopf Two-level atoms in a high-finesse microcavity, strongly

Wineland

coupled to cavity modes of the electromagnetic field.
Linear optics with efficient single-photon sources and
detectors.
Nuclear spins in semiconductors, and in liquid state
NMR.
Marcus

Nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond
Anyons in fractional quantum Hall systems, quantum
wires, etc.

Blatt

Quantum computer: the standard model
2n

(1) Hilbert space of n qubits: H =
n
(2) prepare initial state: | 0 = | 000 0
(3) execute circuit built from set of
universal quantum gates: U1 ,U 2 ,U 3 , U nG 
(4) measure in basis | 0,|1
The model can be simulated by a classical computer with access to a
random number generator. But there is an exponential slowdown, since the
simulation involves matrices of exponential size… Thus we believe that
quantum model is intrinsically more powerful than the corresponding
classical model.
The goal of fault-tolerant quantum computing is to simulate accurately the
ideal quantum circuit model using the imperfect noisy gates that can be
executed by an actual device (assuming the noise is not too strong).

Quantum error correction
Protect not just against bit flips, but also against the
environment “watching the computer,” so that
computational paths can interfere.
If a quantum computation works, and you ask the
quantum computer later what it did, it should answer: “I
forget..”

The computation is encrypted, i.e. hidden from the
environment. (Not the answer, which is classical, but the
path followed by the computer to reach the answer.)
And even a properly “encrypted” computation may fail,
unless the gates are sufficiently accurate.
Irony: Macroscopic systems are usually highly vulnerable
to decoherence, but we can protect information better by
encoding it nonlocally, in a “macroscopic” memory.

Quantum error correction and topological order
A “logical qubit” is encoded using many “physical qubits.” We want to
protect the logical qubit, with orthonomal basis states |0 and |1, from
a set of possible error operators { Ea }.
For protection against bit flips:
Ea |0  Eb |1 .
For protection against phase errors:
Ea (|0 + |1)  Eb (|0 - |1) .
In fact, these conditions suffice to ensure the existence of a recovery
map.
It follows that
0| EbEa |0 = 1| EbEa |1 .
Compare the definition of topological order: if V is a (quasi-)local
operator and |0, |1 are ground states of a local Hamiltonian, then
1| V |0 = 0, and 0| V |0 = 1| V |1 .
up to corrections exponentially small in the system size. (Ground
states are locally indistinguishable.)
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Topological Degeneracy
A two-dimensional system (with a
mass gap) that supports quasiparticle
excitations with nontrivial AharonovBohm interactions has a ground state
degeneracy that depends on the
topology of the surface.
Example: two defects (green and red)
with a Z2 Aharonov Bohm phase.
Green defects can be singly produced
or annihilated at a green boundary, red
defects can be singly produced or
annihilated at at red boundary.
Two operators (R and G) both preserve the ground state, and obey a nontrivial
commutation relation: R-1G-1 RG= -1 .
This algebra has no one-dimensional representations, hence the ground state
is (two-fold) degenerate.
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Quantum error correction
Classical memory  ferromagnet order
Readout by local measurement (and majority vote).
Errors produce domains walls where spins misalign.
Logical error: domain wall sweeps across sample.
Robust at sufficiently low nonzero temperature; storage
time increases exponentially with system size.
Especially simple type of redundant classical storage.

Quantum memory  topological order
Readout: nonlocal observables X and Z.
Errors produce pointlike excitations (red and green
quasiparticles), with Z2 relative Aharonov-Bohm phase.
Logical error: X: green particle escapes from hole.
Z: red particle circumnavigates hole.
Protected by energy gap, but storage time does not
increase with system size.
Robust if quasiparticles continually monitored.
Especially simple type of redundant quantum storage.

Scalability
Quantum Accuracy Threshold: We can simulate an ideal quantum circuit
accurately using a noisy circuit, with a “reasonable” overhead cost
[polylog(circuit size)], if the “noise strength”  is below a critical value 0.
Requires: parallel operations, refreshed qubits.

Threshold value 0 and overhead cost depends on the scheme and noise
model.
In a 2D layout with local gates,
it is natural to use topological
codes on a punctured plane,
with qubits encoded using Z2
“electric” (or “magnetic”)
charges placed in the holes.
Local gates and independent depolarizing noise: 0 ~ 7.5  10 3
“Practical” considerations:
Resource requirements, systems engineering issues
Matters of “principle”:
Conditions on the noise model, what schemes are scalable, etc.

Raussendorf et al.
Dennis et al.

Universal properties of entanglement

Kitaev,
Preskill

For the ground state of a large two-dimensional quantum
system, consider the entanglement of a disk
(circumference L) with the rest of the system. For a
system with a nonzero energy gap, the entanglement is:

E =L  

Term proportional to L, arising from
short distance fluctuations near the
boundary, is nonuniversal.

Additive correction is universal
(independent of geometry and
microscopic details).

The universal additive term, the topological
entanglement entropy, is a global feature of the
many-body quantum entanglement, characterizing
the topological order of the gapped two-dimensional
system. There is a simple formula for the universal
constant , in terms of the properties of the particle
excitations of the system.

L

How fast does information escape from a black hole?

Hayden,
Preskill

Bob decodes

black hole

Bob
Alice

radiation

black
hole

strongly
mixing
unitary

Black holes are (we believe) efficient
quantum information processors.
How long do we have to wait for
information absorbed by a black hole
black
to be revealed in its emitted Hawking
hole
radiation? We have recently
reconsidered this question using
maximal
Alice’s
new tools from quantum information
entanglement
qubits
theory.
Our (tentative) conclusion is that the retention time can be surprisingly short.
The analysis uses the theory of quantum error-correcting codes and quantum
circuits.

Quantum algorithms for quantum field theories

Jordan,
Lee,
Preskill

-- Feynman diagrams have limited precision,
particularly at strong coupling.

-- Classical lattice methods can compute
static properties, but cannot simulate
dynamics
A quantum computer can simulate particle collisions, even at high energy
and strong coupling, using resources (number of qubits and gates) scaling
polynomially with precision, energy, and number of particles.
-- Estimate errors due to regulating (spatial lattice and approximating
continuous variable fields by qubits).
-- Efficient procedure for preparing (strongly-coupled) vacuum and initial
wave packet states, simulating time evolution, measuring final state.
Does the quantum circuit model capture the
computational power of Nature?

What about quantum gravity?

Quantum computing vs. quantum simulation
Many of the most challenging problems in physical
science concern highly entangled (“strongly correlated”)
quantum systems: for example, quantum
antiferromagnets, exotic superconductors, complex
biomolecules, bulk nuclear matter, spacetime near
singularities, etc.

Quantumly Hard
Quantumly

Classically
Easy

Easy

A reliable universal quantum computer can simulate
efficiently any “reasonable” physical system, while
quantum simulators may have intrinsic limitations.
Using either method, the goal should be to learn about quantum phenomena that are
hard to simulate classically. We hope to discover previously unsuspected
phenomena, not just validate theoretical predictions and models.
Classical hardness may hinge on the accuracy of the simulation. Universal quantum
computers can be made fault-tolerant, though with a daunting resource blowup.
Novel properties of interest may be robust and universal, hence accessible through
crude simulations.
vs.

Do we already know that Nature
performs tasks going beyond what can
be simulated efficiently by classical
computers?

Nature solves “hard problems”
regarding, for example, strongly
correlated materials and complex
molecules.

How can we most convincingly
achieve quantum supremacy with
relatively small systems in the near
future (with e.g. of order physical 100
qubits)?
Too small for full blown quantum error
correction.
Not necessarily a universal quantum
computer.

Can we build a “quantum disk drive” in
which the system is protected against
logical errors by a macroscopically
high energy barrier?

Theoretically possible in 4 dimensions.

Are there efficient classical public key
cryptosystems that are plausibly
resistant to attacks by quantum
computers?

The future of electronic commerce
could hinge on the answer.

Is quantum mechanics an “island in
theory space”?
What are the plausible and testable
alternatives? E.g. testable
deformations of the “standard model”?
Is unitary quantum mechanics
“attractive in the infrared limit”?

How will quantum information science
change the world?
How will you?

